Three-dimensional electron dose calculation using an improved hybrid pencil beam model.
An improved hybrid-pencil beam model (HPBM) for electron-beam three-dimensional dose calculation has been studied. The model is based on the fact that away from the edges of a large field, the electron distribution function exactly equals that for an infinitely wide electron beam. In the present model, we use the bipartition model to calculate the longitudinal part of the pencil-beam distribution function, and Fermi-Eyges multiple-scattering theory to calculate its transverse part. In order to describe the electron beam characteristics accurately, we introduce a new parameter, which is extracted from measured profile data near the surface of a water phantom, to correct the transverse distribution determined by the Fermi-Eyges theory. Furthermore, we introduce an effective energy spectrum to describe the effect on the collimated electron beam of the accelerator head. The dose distributions calculated with the improved HPBM were compared with the experimental data, and the agreement was within 1% in most of cases. This preliminary study has demonstrated the potential for use of the model in the clinical therapy.